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Bring a Privatized Banking
Seminar to your city.
Present the powerful combination of • Demystifies Fractional Reserve Banking

Austrian Economics,
The Sound Money Solution
& The Infinite Banking Concept
to your Special Group

• Learn how you can personally secede from
our crumbling monetary regime and improve
your financial future.
• Sound economic reasoning with a sound
private strategy to direct the individual
toward the escape exit.
• Learn the warning signs of a coming crash
and the steps you need to take to avoid them.

3 Speaker / Authors from the
Austrian School of Economics

L. Carlos Lara
Robert P. Murphy, Ph.D.
Paul A. Cleveland, Ph.D.
3 Dynamic, Informative, Inspirational
and Educational Hours
Inquire directly with Carlos Lara 615-482-1793,
or Robert P. Murphy 212-748-9095,
or e-mail us at info@usatrustonline.com

Overview
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Lara-Murphy Report
June 2011 - What is

your understanding of our

economic problems and solutions? Do you know what
message to deliver if you had to give these answers?
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The Perfect Investment

Investment bankers and financial planners have their
favored strategies. What if almost all of them know
nothing of the perfect investment? BY L. CARLOS LARA

Andrew Jackson’s
Twin Achievements

President Jackson did two important things that we need
from the Government NOW! BY DR. ROBERT P. MURPHY
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Economic Deep End

Pulse On The Market

Sinking Fast • U.S. Credit Line
Reform • IMF Money Drain • 100 Trillion

Being Frank About
Global Economics
D .F

S

Interview With
r
rank hostak
If you think there’s sufficient reason to be highly
concerned about how our economy is going to affect most
of our daily lives for the foreseeable future, you are right.

One More Thing

Events & Engagements

You may want to learn more in person from Lara,
Murphy, and other Austrian economists.
Here
is where they will be in the coming months.
Cover Photo from Flickr by: vxla
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ABOUT LARA
& MURPHY
L. Carlos Lara manages a consulting firm
specializing in corporate
trust services, business
consulting and debtorcreditor relations.
The firm’s primary
service is working with
companies in financial
crisis. Serving business
clients nationwide over a
period of three decades,
these engagements have
involved companies in
most major industries
including, manufacturing, distribution and retail. Lara
incorporated his consulting company in 1976 and is
headquartered in Nashville, Tennessee.
He married Anne H. Browning in 1970.
Together they have three children and five
grandchildren.
Dr. Robert P. “Bob” Murphy received his Ph.D.
in economics from New
York University. After
teaching for three years at
Hillsdale College, Murphy
left academia to work for
Arthur Laffer’s investment
firm. Murphy now
runs his own consulting
business and maintains
an economics blog at
ConsultingByRPM.com.
He is the author of several
economics books for the
layperson, including The
Politically Incorrect Guide to the Great Depression and the
New Deal (Regnery, 2009).
Murphy is an adjunct scholar with the Ludwig
von Mises Institute. He lives in Nashville, Tennessee
with his wife and son.
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To update your account information please visit the same
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For questions or comments concerning LMR, its articles or
anything about the publication other than advertising please
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email: LMRads@usatrustonline.com
READERS

STATUS: LMR staff and its contributors warrant and represent that they are not
“brokers” or to be deemed as “broker-dealers,” as such terms are defined in the
Securities act of 1933, as amended, or an ”insurance company,” or “bank.”
LEGAL, TAX, ACCOUNTING OR INVESTMENT ADVICE: LMR staff and its
contributors are not rendering legal, tax, accounting, or investment advice. All exhibits
in this book are solely for illustration purposes, but under no circumstances shall
the reader construe these as rendering legal, tax, accounting or investment advice.
DISCLAIMER & LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: The views expressed in LMR
concerning finance, banking, insurance, financial advice and any other area are
that of the editors, writers, interviewee subjects and other associated persons as
indicated. LMR staff, contributors and anyone who materially contributes information
hereby disclaim any and all warranties, express, or implied, including merchantability
or fitness for a particular purpose and make no representation or warranty of the
certainty that any particular result will be achieved. In no event will the contributors,
editors, their employees or associated persons, or agents be liable to the reader, or
it’s Agents for any causes of action of any kind whether or not the reader has been
advised of the possibility of such damage.
LICENSING & REPRINTS: LMR is produced and distributed primarily through the
internet with limited numbers of printings. It is illegal to redistribute for sale or for
free electronically or otherwise any of the content without the expressed written
consent of the principle parties at United Services & Trust Corporation. The only legal
audience is the subscriber. Printing LMR content for offline reading for personal use
by subscribers to said content is the only permissible printing without express written
consent. Photo’s are from various public domain sources unless otherwise noted.
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“It is the masses that determine the course of history, but its initial movement must
start
- How Privatized Banking
Really Works

Lara-Murphy Report

June 2011
Dear Readers,
“If you are not part of the solution, you are part of the problem.” This statement made by an unknown author forces us
to think about our own role in the world about us.
Obviously, we are all but a “small part” of the humanity that makes up our community, our nation, and our world. In
effect, we are but a small part of the solution, or a small part of the problem. But we must never forget that each one
us does count, for after all, together we make up the whole.
The famous Leonard Reed made a similar comparison when he said that “the sea of humanity is composed of human
drops—you me and everyone else—no less than the Red Sea or any other body of water is a multiple of water drops. But note
this: It is the purity or impurity of the drops, be they human or water, that determine the purity of the seas.”
Reed believed that in order for us to set our sights and actions right we first had to settle on a standard of right and a
measure of wrong as it relates to society’s ideal and society’s nemesis. What are these opposites? Freedom and Slavery!
Slavery, he said, is Socialism and then he gave the definition.
Socialism is the state ownership and control of the means of production (the planned economy) and the state ownership and
control of the fruits of production (the welfare state).
Becoming a part of the solution rather than a part of the problem requires that we get to the point where we are able
to recite the definition of this wrong, and also comprehend its full meaning. In time we will be able to assess each and
every political activity and draw an accurate conclusion as to whether it is right or wrong. If any political action even
prepares the ground for socialism, it is wrong and should never be encouraged.
Mises argued that Socialism could not rationally allocate resources and would ultimately fail to deliver on its promises
of prosperity. This is all the more encouraging and a strong impetus to be a part of the solution. Let more individuals
strive in this manner, and a radiation will result so powerful that others will “tune in” and receive the message.
Yours very truly,
Carlos and Bob
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Recent
developments
that may be
of interest to
readers of the
Lara-Murphy
Report…
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Sinking Fast

Fed Treading Water. As expected, the Federal Reserve didn’t say anything in its most recent
announcement to change the winding down of the $600 billion Treasury security purchase
program known as the second round of quantitative easing or “QE2.” It will be interesting to
see what happens if interest rates begin creeping upward and the stock market begins dipping.
If the Fed begins another massive expansion of its balance sheet (whether or not they classify it
as such), expect even more investors to become as cynical as we are at the LMR.

U.S. Credit Line

Tick-Tock on the Budget Ceiling. As this issue goes to press, still no resolution over the debt
ceiling standoff. Treasury Secretary Geithner says that he will be unable to make ends meet by
August 2 if Congress doesn’t grant him the authority to borrow more. (He technically exceeded
the debt limit in mid-May, but he is avoiding the statutory constraints by failing to roll over
maturing Treasury debt held by government pension funds and other such agencies.) Ironically,
the federal government has well over $1 trillion in liquid assets (such as student loans and TARP
holdings) that it could sell off to ease the crunch, without resort to tax hikes or new debt.
Speaking of Debt… In early June Moody’s warned investors that it may have to downgrade
several categories of debt issued by Wells Fargo, Citi, and Bank of America. Analyst Robert
Wenzel speculates that there is obscure language in the Dodd-Frank financial “reform” bill
(which kicks in, starting in July) that leaves these “too big to fail” banks vulnerable.

Reform

Who Will Head the IMF? The struggle continues behind the scenes to find a new head for
the IMF, in the wake of the scandal involving previous chief Dominique Strauss-Kahn. As of
this writing, the expected replacement will be French Finance Minister Christine Lagarde, who
is favored by the big bankers. The views of the next IMF chief are more important now than
ever before, as the IMF will likely play a large role in the further bailouts of various Eurozone
governments. In other words, taxpayers—including those in the United States, which is the
single biggest contributor to the IMF—will be on the hook for loans that private institutions
made to irresponsible governments.

IMF Money Drain

100 Trillion

Cash versus Accrual Accounting. Even though the federal government ran a deficit in
calendar-year 2010 of about $1.5 trillion, that officially reported figure is only the difference in
cash outlays versus receipts. From an actuarial standpoint, the unfunded liabilities of the federal
government actually grew an astounding $5.3 trillion last year. The reason for this discrepancy
is that the officially reported deficit and debt figures only focus on the actual Treasury debt
securities. But Uncle Sam has also promised future payments to Social Security and Medicare
beneficiaries. When accountants use standard procedures to evaluate the present value of these
expected outlays, and subtract expected tax revenues and “contributions” to Social Security and
other such programs, the difference is a whopping $61.6 trillion, according to an analysis by
USA Today released in early June. (Other analysts put the figure above $100 trillion.)

PULSE ON THE MARKET
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THE

PERFECT

INVESTMENT
Photo from Flickr by: kevindooley

BY L. CARLOS LARA

There is no other way to
put it. Americans have been
tricked! The hidden process of
money creation that artificially
manipulates interest rates and
creates economic booms has
misguided society’s views of
money and credit. This has been
especially noticeable in our
modern view of savings. Once
considered the bedrock of a
household’s financial strategy,
traditional savings plans lost
favor with the public because
they were seen as too slow and
boring in an economy that
was flush with money and low
THE PERFECT INVESTMENT

interest rates. The lure of the
stock market and the promises of
quick money through investing
turned Americans into a nation
of speculators. Riding the wave
of inflation, the idea was to buy
low and sell high. The strategy was
all about making money—fast!
The problem is that inflation
and credit expansion always
precipitates business maladjustments
and malinvestments that must be
later liquidated. The inevitable
bust is always disastrous to the
economy. For society at large,
the end results are massive

unemployment,
recessions,
and a possible collapse of the
monetary system. Only now,
with the current financial crises
are individuals finally starting
to assess how this all happens.
What has surfaced as the primary
cause no one would have believed
during the heyday of easy credit
and fast money. But slowly, over
the course of recent years, the
general public has finally become
aware that somehow the Federal
Reserve was directly responsible.
And, of course, they are right.
After all, the Fed controls all
of our money! The Federal

June 2011
Reserve, though created by the
government, is nonetheless
owned by private individuals
and in important ways operates
independently from the wishes
of the government. As Austrian
economist, Murray Rothbard,
stated:
“The
Federal
Reserve,
virtually in total control of the
nation’s monetary system, is
accountable to nobody—and this
strange situation, if acknowledged
at all, is invariably trumpeted as a
virtue.” (1.)
This startling realization, the
fact that our money is not fully
in our control can be immensely
depressing once all of its moral
and economic ramifications
are fully understood. How in
the world do you take away the
printing press from government
and the Federal Reserve once
they have had full use of it all
these many years? In fact, just
exactly how would one go about
changing such a monstrous
problem?
How Privatized
Banking Really Works

To answer these specific
questions Robert and I wrote
How Privatized Banking Really
Works. It is a unique book in
that it both diagnoses our
nation’s economic problems,
but then offers a realistic
solution. Our quandary has
very specific causes: fiat money
and the practice of fractional
reserve banking, coupled with

LMR
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government interventions that
perpetuate them. All this we
explained without the use of
intimidating jargon that too
often defies comprehension. The
book’s overarching theme is that
households do have the ability to
secede from this chaotic financial
system and ultimately force the
upper echelons of government to
make necessary monetary policy
changes. In that respect, this is a
book that answers the question
of what one person can actually
do that will make a difference in
an economic environment that
has gone terribly awry.
What we made clear was that
the solution requires a movement
that will ultimately change public
opinion. However, the very first
step to getting the ball rolling
requires the implementation of
the Infinite Banking Concept
(IBC). To do this successfully
one must fully grasp its meaning
and see how it actually helps the
individual financially. Once fully
understood, this concept provides
the basis for a formula with
powerful turn-around dynamics.
The result is a private economic
enterprise that provides all
of the financing capabilities
to acquire cars, children’s
education, retirement income
and even house purchases. In an
economic environment such as
what we have today who would
not want to know about such
a concept? However, making
the case for IBC is easier said
than done. Today’s investing
public is extremely cynical
and skeptical, but there is yet
another issue that can sometimes

prove insurmountable— the
closed mind. Many people
have difficulty seeing past their
preconceived ideas. Nevertheless,
if we are to have any hopes of
returning to sound money and
returning money and banking to
the competitive private sector, out
of the hands of politicians and
bailed-out big bankers, the public
must be made to understand
this very important piece of the
financial solution. Here is where
the financial professional who
understands Austrian economics
must step forward to do his part
in properly explaining IBC.
One of the most compelling
ways financial professionals
explain the IBC concept is to
compare it to one’s own private
bank as Nelson Nash has done
in his national best selling book,
Becoming Your Own Banker.
This is important because
THE PERFECT INVESTMENT
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and you will see that these are
probably the top qualities you
would select. In fact, a product
that would contain all of these
features would be too good to be
true. But, when it is confirmed
that all of these features are
found in Whole Life, the client
is stunned. It can’t be! Yet it’s true.
If you can think of other qualities
not listed here, the chances are
pretty high that whole life has
them. Furthermore, this is not
an even an investment, it’s life
insurance!

IBC is all about the banking
business. But another way that
is often used to explain IBC
is to compare it to the perfect
investment. Here the client is
asked to list all of the attributes of
the ideal investment. This exercise
alone will do an incredible job
of opening up the mind to the
infinite possibilities if such a
product existed. Although the
lists may vary from client to
client, the following qualities are
the ones most often cited:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

A consistent high rate of return
Liquidity
Guaranteed
Safe
Tax Free
No market volatility
Creditor Protected
Inflation Proof
Control
Transferable
Easy to manage
No fees or penalties
Reputable
Private

Try this exercise yourself
THE PERFECT INVESTMENT

Just imagine having an
infrastructure with all these
qualities and having full control
of the asset. This is the power
of IBC. The most popular
investment vehicles are strong
on some criteria but very weak
on others. For example, gold
is an excellent inflation hedge,
but it does not provide a flow of
income, its appreciation can be
taxed as a capital gain, and the
government has confiscated gold
in the past. Real estate too can
be quite volatile. Stock market
investments, though promising
a high rate of return, also come
with the risk of massive shortterm losses.
The standard case for
whole life insurance is that it is
remarkably reliable on several of
the above criteria. Even its weak
points are not as bad as the critics
think. In reality there is no such
thing as a perfect investment, but
the case for middle-to upperincome families including whole
life, as part of their conservative
financial plan, is quite compelling.

When we supplement the
standard case with Nelson’s
Nash’s insights, and in particular
the relationship of insurance and
fractional reserve banking (as I
will explain later in this article),
the case for practicing IBC
becomes stronger still.
In our experience, most
people reject IBC out of hand
because they have one or two
“devastating” objections to the
use of a whole life policy. The
following example may help
in defusing these common
objections.
Making Money

Richard
Russell
has
published the Dow Theory
Letters since 1958. He gained
wide recognition as a stock
market analyst and writer for
Barron’s from the late 50s
through the 90s. He has also
written for Time, Newsweek,
Money Magazine, the New
York Times and the Wall Street
Journal. Recently he republished
an article that he declares has
been his most popular piece in
40 years of writing. It was titled
Rich Man, Poor Man. In this
article, Russell unveils the secret
to making money.
Before telling us the secret,
Russell makes an astute analysis
that is worth repeating. He says
that making money involves
much more than predicting what
the stock and bond markets will
do or what fund will double over
the next few years.
“For the majority of investors,

June 2011
making money requires a plan, self
discipline and desire. I say ‘for the
majority of people’ because if you
are Stephen Spielberg or Bill Gates
you don’t have to know about the
Dow or the markets or about yields
or price/earnings ratios. You’re a
phenomenon in your own field, and
you are going to make big money
as a by-product of your talent and
ability. But this kind of genius is
rare.”(2.)

IRA at age 26 (this is the age
when Investor (B) was finished
with his contributions). Then A
continues faithfully to contribute
$2,000 every year until he is 65
(at the same theoretical 10%
rate).
Now study the incredible
results. Investor A has 893,704.
Investor B has 930,641.
Investor B, who has made

Since we are not all geniuses,
the rest of us need to rely on
what Russell calls the “royal
road to riches” which he defines
as the power of compounding. To
compound successfully you need
time because compounding only
works through time. But he says
that the compounding process
has two catches. The first is that
it requires sacrifice, as Russell
puts it, “you can’t spend it and still
save it.” Second, compounding is
b-o-r-i-n-g. But Russell makes
it a point to assure us that it is
slow and boring only for the first
seven or eight years and then it
becomes downright fascinating!
The money starts to pour in.
To emphasize the power
of compounding Russell shows
an extraordinary study of two
investors. Investor (B) opens
an IRA account at age 19. For
seven consecutive periods he
puts in $2,000 in his IRA at
an average of 10% return (7%
interest plus growth). After
seven years this individual
makes
NO
FURTHER
CO N T R I B U T I O N S — h e ’s
finished.

his contributions earlier and who
only made seven contributions
in total, ends up with MORE
money than Investor A! But
Investor A, who made a total of
40 contributions, only LATER in
time, winds up with less money.
How can that be? The difference
in the two, Russell tells us, is that
B had several more early years of
compounding than A, and those
seven early years were worth
more than all of A’s 33 additional
contributions.

Investor (A) opens up an

Amazing! This is indeed the

LMR
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power of compounding. Richard
Russell has certainly gotten our
attention and made us realize
how important it is to save money
and to start as soon as possible.
However, a closer examination of
this example brings out several
problems that are worth noting.
First of all, we should keep
in mind that Richard Russell
wrote this article years ago and
Photo from Flickr by: aless&ro

his use of a 10% return would
certainly be considered an above
average rate of return today. But
there is also the unmistakable
consistency in the growth of this
fund, a fact that would never
happen in the real world. Russell
even admonishes his readers
that one of the cardinal rules
to compounding success is to
NEVER LOSE MONEY and
most financial products do lose
money. Even diversified mutual
funds took a brutal beating in
the 2000s. Depending on the
composition of their funds, many
THE PERFECT INVESTMENT
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the direct tax we have to pay
on the accumulation all serve
to reminds us of the iron grip
government has on our money.

Photo from Flickr by: Mike Poresky

households were lucky if they
broke even during the entire
decade. It is all well and good to
tell someone, “Buy and hold,” but
many breadwinners with 401(k)s
and other comparable plans had
to delay their retirement after
the bloodbath in 2008. As of this
writing and because Bernanke
has halted QE, we are presently
in store for another stock market
crash.
Second, there is the factor
of inflation that is not calculated
into this equation. Inflation,
although not visible, is real.
Whether you use 3%, 5% or
whatever factor you choose
for inflation, the accumulated
numbers will certainly change
once its applied. But what is
really missing is TAX. Russell
has this money inside of an IRA.
This means that the tax due on
THE PERFECT INVESTMENT

this pile of money is calculated at
income tax rates, which can be as
high as 35%! If you do the math
the pile of money gets drastically
small. The fascinating results
we first observed with investor’s
A&B suddenly diminish.
It is worth the time to stand
back and look at this example
from both the positive and
negative sides of this equation
if for no other reason than to
realize just how difficult it is for
Americans to pile up money over
a long period of time and get to
keep any of it at the end. The
volatility of the bond and stock
market, which keeps us from
earning a consistent rate of return,
is prompted by outside forces,
which we know to be artificial
bubbles in the economy, caused
by monetary policy. The indirect
and hidden tax of inflation and

Then there is the problem
of control. Do we actually have
control over the money we try
and save? Individual Retirement
Accounts (IRA), the 401(k), the
403(b), and other tax-qualified
government sponsored plans
for the most part have their
underlying assets invested in the
stock market through mutual
funds. As we have already
mentioned, this is not exactly a
safe place for our life’s savings.
Furthermore, these allocated
funds are virtually untouchable
till age 59½ unless one is willing
to incur a 10% penalty, plus pay
the federal income tax, which has
only been deferred. After age 70
you must pay the tax. But more
importantly, without the ability
to tap into your pool of savings in
case of emergencies or for largescale purchases, Americans have
very little recourse but to suffer
great hardship or be forced to
borrow and go into debt.
Astonishingly, the power
of compounding that Richard
Russell describes in his example
can still be achieved if your
money is stored inside a whole
life policy. The rates of return in
a whole life policy are guaranteed
never to go below the rates
quoted at the time a policy is
underwritten. Consequently, a
floor is immediately established
that assures you of the consistency
required to make compounding
successful. If interest rates go

June 2011
up then the cash values in your
policy will also appreciate.
In case the insured becomes
disabled the “Waiver of Premium”
rider (not available to those over
age 55) guarantees the payment
of all premiums at no out of
pocket cost to the insured. Just
another way the compounding
process can be protected.
If the dividends, which are
paid annually, are reinvested back
into the purchase of additional life
insurance, two important things
happen. First, the increasing
death benefit becomes the hedge
against inflation. Second, the
accumulating cash values are not
subject to tax. Later on, if the
policyholder elects to withdraw
the dividend payments as income,
these too are tax-free up to the
point the dollars taken out are
above the ones initially put in.
In case of untimely death

the entire compounding process
self completes immediately by the
death benefit and the proceeds
are passed on to the beneficiaries
income tax-free.
By having one’s money
inside a “private” contractual
arrangement with an Insurance
company instead of a tax qualified
government plan such as an
IRA, 401(K), or other similar
vehicles, there is real control over
your money without the typical
restrictions and penalties. You
have access to the cash values
inside your policy whenever you
need them through policy loans.
Additionally, all of the other
desired investment qualities
already mentioned are present.
Most importantly, you can spend
it and still save it, so long as you
replace it. If done properly, using
a whole life policy as a financing
enterprise makes complete sense.

LMR
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Whole Life Policy Loans
Are Not Inflationary

Nelson Nash has discovered
that a traditional financial
product—dividend-paying
whole life insurance—can be
used to immediately implement
a form of privatized banking, one
household at a time. But equally
important, when major purchases
are financed through whole life
policy loans, the money supply
is not expanded and there is no
contribution to the boom-bust
cycle.
Unlike a commercial bank,
the insurance company can’t
simply increase the numbers
on its ledger, showing how
much money the customer has
“on deposit.” No, the insurance
company itself must first raise the
funds (from incoming premium
payments, income earned on its

Photo from Flickr by: Okko Pyykkö
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assets, or through selling some
of its assets) before transferring
them to the policyholder as a loan.
Percy Greaves, in his introduction
to a book by Ludwig von Mises,
drives home the central point.
“The cash surrender values of
life insurance policies are not funds
that depositors and policyholders can
obtain and spend without reducing
the cash of others. These funds are
in large part invested and thus not
held in a monetary form. That part
which is in banks or in cash is, of
course, included in the quantity of
money which is either in or out of
banks and should not be counted a
second time. Under present laws,
such institutions cannot extend
credit beyond sums received. If they
need to raise more cash than they
have on hand to meet customer
withdrawals, they must sell some
of their investments and reduce the
bank accounts or cash holdings of
those who buy them. Accordingly,
they (the insurance companies)
are in no position to expand credit
or increase the nation’s quantity
of money as can commercial and
central banks, all of which operate
on a fractional reserve basis and can
lend more money than is entrusted
to them.”(3.)
So we see that not only does
IBC make sense on an individual
level, but it also limits the ability

of commercial banks to expand
and contract the total amount of
money in the economy. With each
new household that embraces the
IBC philosophy, another portion
of the nation’s financial resources
will be transferred out of the
volatile commercial banking
sector and into the conservative,
solid insurance sector. As
more people embrace IBC, the
amplitude of the boom-bust
cycle itself will be dampened.
The social benefits of muting
inflationary credit expansion are
achieved.
Conclusion

Unfortunately, there are
powerful forces at work to
disrupt our market economy. The
student of history knows all too
well that the rich and powerful
turn to government for special
privileges and handouts, and
sabotage the peaceful operations
of the market. This government
interference leads to the financial
crises that seem to inexplicably
plague our country.

that they can provide themselves
with a much more secure future.
By accumulating their savings
in whole life policies to finance
their major purchases, families
and individuals can contribute to
the soundness of the dollar and
dampen the boom-bust cycle.
The proponents of IBC
and the scholars in the Austrian
tradition can learn from each
other, and in doing so can make
their messages more attractive
to their respective audiences.
Financial professionals trying
to show others the benefits of
IBC can add a new point in its
favor: its widespread practice
would preserve the currency and
strengthen the economy! These
efforts can build the 10%. The
movement we seek can actually
happen. Public opinion can
change. Monetary policy can be
re-written.

The beauty of Nelson Nash’s
Infinite Banking Concept—and
the crux of this article—is that
IBC is effective both individually
and
collectively.
Financial
professionals should devote their
efforts to showing households

The Perfect Investment
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ANDREW
JACKSON’S
TWIN
ACHIEVEMENTS
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by Dr. Robert P. Murphy

As of this writing, the D.C.
politicians are still wrangling
over increasing the federal
government’s
debt
ceiling.
(Apparently, $14.3 trillion is
just walking-around money, and
they need more.) At the same
time, the Fed’s $600 billion bond
purchase program (unofficially
dubbed “QE2” by the public) is
winding down, leaving many to
wonder about the future path
of interest rates and the fate of
the U.S. dollar. If the Fed really
is done intervening and just lets
things unwind from this point
onward, the markets will probably

crash. On the other hand, if the
Fed engages in another round
of inflation to goose the stock
market again, then even more
people will realize Bernanke has
no other tricks up his sleeve.
Those familiar with the
teachings of the Austrian
economists have seen this crisis
coming, and we knew that
massive deficits and moneyprinting wouldn’t “fix” the
economy. The long-run solution
is clear: the government needs to
drastically cut its spending and
taxing, returning resources to the

ANDREW JACKSON’S TWIN ACHIEVEMENTS

private sector. The Fed, for its
part, should tie the dollar back to
gold, and do nothing else until it
can be dismantled.
To state these components
of the “Sound Money Solution”—
which we laid out in great detail
in our book, How Privatized
Banking Really Works—in such
stark terms sounds admittedly
unrealistic. Even the allegedly
“hardcore” Tea Party Republicans
are probably not going to avoid
an increase in the debt ceiling.
Word on the street is that bigwig Republicans are telling

June 2011
major financial players not to
worry, that the debt ceiling will
be raised before any defaults
occur on outstanding Treasury
securities. All the bickering is for
the cameras and the conservative
base back home.

actually be seized in practice if the
climate of opinion is sufficiently
receptive.

The one glimmer of hope in
the political arena is the growing
relevance and influence of Ron
Paul. Not only the libertarian
Gary Johnson, but even the other
Republican primary candidates
at times seem to be doing their
best to sound like Ron Paul when
it comes to fiscal and monetary
issues. It’s now become hip
among Republicans to bash the
Fed.

Although they are not
stressed in a list of presidential
accomplishments,
Andrew
Jackson did the unthinkable: he
paid off the entire federal debt,
and he abolished the central bank
of his day.

In this context,it is important
to review the accomplishments of
President Andrew Jackson. We
need to remind Americans that
our goals are not merely good
“in theory,” but that they can

Andrew Jackson’s
Twin Achievements

Let’s be clear: Jackson didn’t
merely balance the budget. He
didn’t simply run surpluses. No,
Jackson actually paid off the
entire national debt, so that the
Treasury didn’t owe anybody
money. The U.S. government was
essentially debt-free, the only
time this has ever been true since
its founding.
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Jackson’s
other
great
accomplishment was shutting
down the Second Bank of the
United States, which was a lesspowerful precursor of the Federal
Reserve.
Let’s look at each of these
accomplishments in turn.
Paying Off The Debt

In a Wall Street Journal op
ed, author John Steele Gordon
explains Jackson’s role in paying
off the debt: (1.)
When he ran for president the
first time, in 1824, Jackson called the
debt a “national curse.” He vowed
to “pay the national debt, to prevent
a monied aristocracy from growing
up around our administration
that must bend to its views, and
ultimately destroy the liberty of our
country.”

NATIONAL DEBT

zero
but WAIT
TherE'S More...
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“How gratifying,” he wrote
in 1829 as he began his presidency,
“the effect of presenting to the world
the sublime spectacle of a Republic of
more than 12 million happy people,
in the 54th year of her existence . . .
free from debt and with all . . . [her]
immense resources unfettered!”
When Jackson entered the
White House, the national debt,
which had reached $125 million
at the end of the War of 1812,
had already been reduced to
$48 million. To get it to zero he
was perfectly willing to forego
what were then called “internal
improvements” and are now known
as infrastructure projects. One
Kentucky congressman, after a trip
to the White House to beg Jackson
to sign one such bill, reported to his
allies that “nothing less than a voice
from Heaven would prevent the old
man from vetoing the Bill, and [I
doubt] whether that would!”

At the end of 1834, Jackson
reported in the State of the Union
message that the country would be
debt free as of Jan. 1, 1835, with
a Treasury balance of $440,000.
Government revenues that year
would be twice expenses.
Steele’s last sentence in
the above excerpt is almost
inconceivable to modern ears.
In the first quarter of 2011, the
federal government took in
revenues at an annualized rate
of just under $2.5 trillion.(2.) If
Obama were to oversee the same
fiscal discipline as the founder of
the Democratic Party, he would
run a budget surplus of $1.25
trillion.
Instead, in reality Obama
this fiscal year will oversee a
budget deficit of about $1.6
trillion.

Killing The Bank

As
if
retiring
the
government’s
debt
weren’t
enough, Jackson also shut down
the Second Bank of the United
States, which was not as powerful
as the Federal Reserve would
later be, but nonetheless was an
institution that concentrated and
politicized power in the banking
sector.
Jackson famously took on
the dread Bank, the rechartering
of which would normally occur
during his second term in
office. Henry Clay (for reasons
of his own political ambitions)
convinced the head of the Bank,
technocrat Nicholas Biddle, to
push for an early rechartering, so
that it would become an election
issue and a vulnerability for
Jackson.

ENDED
THE FED
of his day !
ANDREW JACKSON’S TWIN ACHIEVEMENTS
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Jackson decided that the
people would be with him if he
refused to re-charter the Bank,
making his stand a prominent
part of his campaign.
In an article for Mises.org,
Daniel Sanchez explains the epic
battle (3.):
The renewal bill passed both
houses of Congress but was vetoed
by Jackson. Clay’s machinations
backfired. The Bank veto proved to
be a fillip for Jackson’s popularity,
and he went on to win a landslide
reelection.
Biddle knew that a major
follow up to Jackson’s victory
could conceivably be to remove
the Treasury’s deposits from the
Bank. This would be a crippling
blow because…the Bank’s money-

creation power was limited by the
gold standard. But even after his
first defeat, Biddle’s swaggering
confidence continued.
“They will not dare to remove
them,” Biddle told [Daniel] Webster,
“If the deposits are withdrawn, it
will be a declaration of war which
cannot be recalled.”
But Jackson knew that Biddle
had already been conducting a
surreptitious war. His attorney
general, Roger Taney, presented
to Jackson evidence that Biddle
and the bank had deliberately
manipulated the money supply just
before the renewal bill was to be
deliberated over…
Provoked by Biddle’s appalling
machinations, Jackson prepared to
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remove the federal deposits from the
Bank. Treasury Secretary William
Duane balked at the idea, warning
Jackson that Biddle might retaliate
by creating a financial panic. The
idea that the bank could have
the power to do such a thing only
strengthened Jackson’s resolve to end
it.
Winning The People

But how did President
Jackson win the public to his
cause? After all, prominent
businessmen as well as major
voices in Congress—many of
whom were directly in Biddle’s
pay—spoke out in favor of
renewing the Bank’s charter.
How did Jackson convince the
people to trust him and ignore
the “experts”?

ANDREW JACKSON’S TWIN ACHIEVEMENTS
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As Jackson’s
explains:

Photo from Flickr by: dbking

biographer

On his homeward journey
[President Jackson] reportedly
paid all his expenses in gold. “No
more paper money, you see, fellow
citizens,” he remarked with each
gold payment, “if I can only put
down this Nicholas Biddle and his
monster bank.” Gold, hardly the
popular medium of exchange, was
held up to the people as the safe and
sound currency which Jackson and
his administration hoped to restore
to regular use. Unlike paper money,

gold represented real value and true
worth. It was the coin of honest
men. Rag money, on the other hand,
was the instrument of banks and
swindlers to corrupt and cheat an
innocent and virtuous public.(4.)
In our time, the only
politician of prominence who
echos Jackson is Ron Paul.
However, sensing his popularity
and the public’s concern over the
dollar, more and more fiscally
conservative politicians are trying
to out-Paul Ron Paul on the Fed.
They are recognizing—as the

ANDREW JACKSON’S TWIN ACHIEVEMENTS

wily Jackson did more than a
century ago—that the public can
recognize the virtues of a sound
money, if presented in the right
style.
Conclusion

Balancing
his
heroic
accomplishments outlined above,
Andrew Jackson had serious
flaws. As a military commander
he no doubt engaged in unsavory
actions, and as president he was
notoriously responsible for the
“Trail of Tears,” a forced removal
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of thousands of American
Indians from the southeastern
United States which has been
described as genocide by modern
historians.
Despite his flaws as a
human, Andrew Jackson can
teach us through his successful
efforts to pay off the national
debt and eliminate the Second
Bank of the United States,
against tremendous odds.
At this year’s Night of
Clarity, our all-star panel
will discuss the importance
of Jackson’s achievements and
lessons for today. For more details
visit: http://usatrustonline.com.
We hope to see you in Nashville!

Photo from Flickr by: dsb nola
Andrew Jackson’s Twin Achievements
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The big problem in
mainstream economics is

not that it lacks technical

sophistication; the problem
is that it lacks philosophical
sophistication.

Dr. Frank Shostak has over
35 years experience as a market
economist, central bank analyst,
and builder of large-scale macroeconometric
models.
Shostak
employs monetary analysis in
accordance with the Austrian
School. His coverage ranges from
analysis of stock, bond, currency and
commodity markets.
Shostak holds a PhD, MA
and BA honors from South
African universities as well as a
BA in Economics from Hebrew
University in Jerusalem. He was
also a professor of economics at
the Witwatersrand University in
Johannesburg and the University of
Pretoria.
Shostak is an adjunct scholar
at the Mises Institute in the US. He
has been an economist and market
strategist for MF Global Australia
(previously Ord Minnett) since
1986. Currently Shostak is heading
an economics firm called Applied
Austrian Economics.
Lara-Murphy Report: How

did you become interested in
Austrian economics?
Frank Shostak: I was
trained as a mathematical
economist. My dissertation
topic was, “An Econometric
Inquiry into the Monetary
Transmission Mechanism in
South Africa.” After my PhD, I
went to work as the head of the
econometrics department for the
major Johannesburg bank. While
there, I built one of the first large
macroeconomic models in South
Africa. After working on the
project, I began to have doubts,
and those doubts grew.
At some point, I decided to
throw myself back into thinking
about the basics of economic
theory. I eventually read Mises’s
Human Action and Murray
Rothbard’s
Man, Economy,
and State, and it permanently
changed the way I thought about
economics. They began with
human beings as they are and
as they act and as they choose—

points that macroeconomic
models cannot take account of. It
became clear to me that most of
what I was doing was based on
the wrong foundation.
The big problem in
mainstream economics is not that
it lacks technical sophistication;
the problem is that it lacks
philosophical
sophistication.
When economists do attempt to
give the science a philosophical
justification, the results are
unimpressive. It usually comes
down to a defense of patently
incorrect assumptions about
the world. But why should we
accept things that are incorrect?
The answer used to be that you
can know good models by their
predictive power. So the defense
of implausible assumptions
now comes down to this: they
are necessary to create models.
This is just a vicious circle—it
is just a con-job. From Mises
and Rothbard’s point of view,
economic theory must stand
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on its own. It doesn’t require an
empirical proof so to speak but a
logical one.
LMR: How much of your
business activity is guided by
your knowledge of Austrian
economics,
compared
to
other sources of information
or judgments? Are there any
examples where your knowledge
of Austrian economics gave you
an edge over most others in the
market?
FS: I think it’s important
that clients understand the
rationale behind your thinking.
The Austrian School makes
that possible. Clients relate to it
very easily. Most businessmen
cannot understand complicated
mainstream economics, even
if they sometimes pretend to
because they don’t want to appear
stupid. But the really smart ones
want to know why you think the
way you do. You can’t just say:
“that’s what the model says.”
Serious businessmen won’t buy
that. Neither will they be tricked

into thinking their advisers are
oracles. I never pretend to predict
the future but only to suggest
possibilities based on real events
and realistic theory. I hold that
the key is to focus on the essence
and not various random noises in
trying to ascertain what is going
on.
As far as having an
“edge,” below I reproduce some
promotional material I make
available to potential clients:
Over the years, Dr. Shostak
has analyzed many significant
monetary developments which
impacted GDP growth, bond
yields, and the performance of the
equity, currency and commodity
markets. Several of these forecasts
are highlighted below:
August 1987 – on the
Dow Jones Index

“The severe imbalances
between the real and financial
sectors in most of the countries

in the world, and western
economies in particular, will
create a severe recession . . .
the bubble is approaching a
dangerous dimension.” Shostak
went on to say, “[Our analysis]
suggests that a downward
correction of 200 basis points is
ahead of us. From the beginning
of 1988, the upward trend is
expected to resume.”
September 1993 – on the
Dow Jones Index

In September 1993, Frank
Shostak wrote that “the stock
market bubble could burst at any
time”. By the first half of 1994
( January-June) the Dow Jones
average declined by 8.8 percent.
October 1996 – on the
Dow Jones Index

In October 1996, Dr.
Shostak anticipated that the
Dow’s strong performance
would continue to be supported
by Fed interest rate policy. Over
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...in other parts of the world people
subconsciously accept Austrian
business cycle theory...
the next nine months the market
posted double-digit gains.
Early 1994 – on GDP Growth

Throughout January and
February of 1994 Dr. Shostak
forecast that economic activity
would fall in the months ahead.
From June 1994 through
December 1995, GDP’s growth
rate slowed from 4.2 to 2.0
percent year-over-year.
September 2000 – on GDP Growth

In September 2000, Dr.
Shostak predicted an abrupt fall
in the rate of growth of GDP. By
June, 2001 GDP growth hovered
around one-half of one percent,
down from 4.9 percent in June,
2000.

Throughout May and
June, 1995, Dr. Shostak forecast
a stronger US dollar/Yen
relationship. From June, 1995
through April, 1997 the dollar
appreciated by almost fifty
percent versus the Japanese Yen.
Late 1995 – on Gold Prices

Late in 1995 and again in
early 1996, Dr. Shostak forecast
coming weakness in gold prices.
In January 1996, the price of
gold stood at $405/oz and fell
below $370/oz by the end of the
year.

Nice, But What Have You
Done for Me Lately?

November 2002 – on a
2003 Economic Rebound

In November 2002, Dr.
Shostak predicted a rebound in
economic activity in mid-2003,
at which time, GDP growth
began to accelerate.
December 2003/January 2004 – on a
2004 Economic Slowdown

Throughout the fourth
quarter, 2003 and first quarter
of 2004, Frank stated that
he anticipated an economic
slowdown beginning mid-year.
Frank forecast that “the so-called
economic recovery may come to
an abrupt end. [The recovery] is
likely to come under increasing
pressure in the months ahead.”

December 1993 – on Bond Yields

Early 2002 – on an

Early 2008

In
December
1993,
Frank’s analysis indicated that
there would be “strong upward
pressure on long-term yields.”
Long yields increased from
5.66% in January 1994 to 7.18%
by May 1994.

Economic Recovery

At the beginning of 2007,
Dr Shostak suggested that the
stock market would experience
a significant decline: “By
December [2008] the stock index
is forecast to settle at 800 a fall of
46% from the end of December
2007.” By December 2008 the
S&P500 index had fallen by 38%

May/June 1995 – on the US$/Yen

Throughout 2002, Dr.
Shostak, in a contrarian opinion,
suggested that prospects for a
2002 rebound were very remote.
Frank stated “. . . no meaningful
economic recovery can take
place.”
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from December 2007.
Early 2009

Whilst the equity markets
were in their bear market, Frank
continued to raise his contrarian
voice, suggesting that the
S&P500 was about to bottom
and was to begin a significant
rally: ”The main message from the
model is that there is a growing
likelihood that the worse for
stocks is over.” As it was, the
market bottomed in February
2009 and began its rally.

LMR: Have you noticed a
growing receptivity to Austrian
ideas in the financial community?
At least in the U.S., the Austrian
theory of the business cycle is
becoming much more viable even
among non-ideological people.
FS: Yes, also in other parts of
the world people subconsciously
accept Austrian business cycle
theory although they are still
opposing its policy conclusions
on the ground that this could

lead to economic hardship. In
short, people are still happy to
accept Keynesian ideas because it
promises them a rosy world.
LMR:
Finally,
what’s
your long-term view of the
global economy? Is this the
opening stage of another Great
Depression, or are we just in store
for a sluggish decade?
FS: I suspect that reckless
monetary and fiscal policies of
governments and central banks
have badly damaged the ability
to generate wealth—the key for
individuals’ life and well being.
I do hope that something is still
left in the kitty to keep us going.
Deep inside I know this might be
wishful thinking.
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LMR: Many of our readers
are based in the United States,
and we therefore have a very selfcentered view of the financial
world. How worried are investors
outside the U.S. with the actions
of Ben Bernanke, and the ending
of the (so-called) QE2? What
is the feeling with regard to the
debate over the debt ceiling?

FS: Most commentators
are of the view that the end of
QE2 could be bad for the world
economy. Also they hold that if
the Congress will not raise the
debt ceiling then this could lead
to serious trouble. Unfortunately
many commentators still hold
that Bernanke with his moneypumping policy has saved the
world from another Great
Depression.
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